RAYVAT ACCOUNTING

REJUVENATE YOUR
ACCOUNTING PROCESS

Rayvat Accounting

is known for the quality of our services, and we are able to provide

outstanding services to our clients because of our dedication to the principles of
responsiveness and quality management. Getting a good bookkeeper is quite hard,
simply because a great bookkeeper can do wonders for your business.

We, at Rayvat Accounting, choose our team in a way that we can high quality provide
Outsourced Accounting and Bookkeeping Services at the most affordable cost. Rayvat
Accounting was established in 2006 to meet the ever growing shortage of quality
ACCA and CPA Firm bookkeeping service providers.

Our accounting firm hires the best accounts, CA, ACCA, CPA and research team that
works with the clients in order to understand their workings and provide exactly what
they require. The testimonials from our previous clients show that working with us has
not only improved the quality of their books of accounts, but their overall flow of money
and profitability has also improved.

In the course of recent years, we have made an awesome scope of accounting services
that are carefully fit for small businesses. We utilize the most recent technology to make
monitoring your business simple by utilizing frameworks like Xero, QuickBooks and Sage
that streamline and automate how your information is gathered in the most secure way

As an ACCA and CPA Virtual Accounting Firm, we understand that you would feel the
need of keeping your information secret. So, we have multiple security steps in place. It
is also our endeavor to provide the most affordable services, feel free to Contact us for
the initial consultation today!

Rayvat Accounting is

one place where you will find the best Accounting Services for

all kinds of business. We design, construct and take care of your financial needs as
well. As far as our clients are concerned, we have a global reach and have customers
across the globe. We are an innovative outsourcing company with a difference and our
services and business model includes all types of outsourced accounting services.

We are proficient in offering services like Accounting, Payroll, Bookkeeping, VAT and
Tax. We have a passion for accounting and have employed the best professionals for
the job. We make use of state of the art technology. Good quality is the foundation of
our outstanding services.

Our team of financial services has their accounting concepts crystal clear and they
simply love numbers. They also understand the importance of submitting reports on time
and will surely meet the deadline. You can opt for our trial run in order to get an idea
about the good quality work that we do.

Core Focus Area of Virtual Accounting Service Include:

Annual Accounts and Filings
Corporation and Personal Tax Return
Monthly Financial Statements
Quarterly Management Reports
Business Activity Statements
Payroll and Superannuation
VAT Accounting and Filings
Bookkeeping and Credit Control
Software Migration Services

PEOPLE AND
ACCOUNTING
AT ITS BEST
accounts@rayvat.com
(US) +1 (516) 515-1675
(IND) +91 (997) 948-7078
(UK) +44 (2031) 292577

www.rayvataccounting.com

